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Faberge engagement rings with colored-gems tones

By JEN KING

Consumer sentiment for colored-gemstones such as rubies, emeralds and sapphires is on the rise, particularly with
millennials, according to research by colored-gemstone miner Gemfields.

Founded in 2004, London-based Gemfields is the world's leading supplier of responsibly sourced coloredgemstones including rubies, emeralds and amethysts. As a supplier, Gemfields provides colored-stones to
international jewelers such as Chopard and Bulgari, and is the outright owner of Faberge, dealings that place the
brand at the epicenter of its market.
"T here has been growing interest in colored stones amongst the most influential jewelry designers, and this is now
beginning to hit the mainstream and become a legitimate trend across all price points," said Sally Morrison, director
of sales and marketing for Gemfields US.
"Fashion and the editorial community have been hungry for new options, and color has stepped in to meet that
need," she said. "Access to stones is also a contributing factor.
"With companies such as Gemfields becoming a trusted source of consistent, quality, responsibly sourced stones,
designers have the ability to create more and consumers can buy with confidence."
Color by gemstone
Gemfields has based its business of the practice of "mine to market" traceability. Gemfields operates, owns or holds
interest and licenses in mines in Zambia, Mozambique, Colombia and Sri Lanka among others, allowing jewelers to
know the source of the stones used in their designs.
Mine to market traceability also appeals to the increasingly conscious consumer who has in many cases steered
away from diamonds due to the stone's murky origins. T o this point, Gemfields' transparency, as well as that of its
brand partners, has played a role in the resurgence of the colored-gemstone market.
For example, Swiss jeweler Chopard uses only emeralds sourced by Gemfields in is jewelry. T he pieces will also be
validated by Eco-Age's Green Carpet Challenge (GCC) Principles of Sustainable Excellence (see story).

Chopard ring with a Gemfields emerald
"Gemfields has been a leader in fueling this trend by fostering emerging design talent and developing programs that
help them create with color," Ms. Morrison said. "T he company has also stepped up to become a dependable source
of colored-stones for the leading jewelry houses, ensuring they have access to supply at all size and quality levels.
"Gemfields has focused major resources behind educating and inspiring consumers on the exciting world of
colored gemstones," she said.
In its report, conducted in the United States this September, Gemfields sought to examine interest to understand the
potential of colored-gemstone jewelry. Gemfields surveyed approximately 4,000 consumers, ages 21 to 64, who have
purchased or received colored-gemstone jewelry within the last two years.
Despite limited marketing and brand awareness, Gemfields found that colored-gemstones are "enjoy[ing]
considerable popularity" in the U.S. market. T hirty-one percent of female consumers surveyed purchased or received
jewelry containing a ruby, emerald or sapphire since 2014.
Among millennials this finding is higher, with four in 10, or 41 percent, having acquired a colored-gemstone jewelry
piece in the last 24 months. Millennials also rely heavily on social media and mobile devices to research coloredgemstone jewelry.
Jewelry that includes colored-gemstones is also worn often, with 43 percent of women surveyed saying they wear
their rubies, emeralds or sapphires on a daily basis. T wenty-four percent expressed wearing colored-gemstones at
least once a week while only 7 percent limit wearing their pieces for special occasions.

Faberg's #SayYesInColour campaign

Gemfields' research also found that U.S. consumers who purchased or acquired colored-gemstone jewelry in the
last 24 months received or bought two pieces. With 38 percent agreeing, the findings suggest that colored-gemstone
pieces are ideal for various gifting periods throughout the year, and not reserved solely for milestones.
Although Gemfields' mine to market practices are front and center, the report found that a stone's country of origin is
not as influential as color and clarity, which are seen as the most important purchase attributes. Consumers are
more interested in color and clarity than karat weight as well.
In regard to pricing, Gemfields found that the average price of colored-gemstone jewelry is $1,386. When a male
consumer is purchasing the piece the price jumps to $2,048 and if the consumer identifies as affluent, with a
household income of $100,000 or more, the retail value is $2,499.
Half of respondents who purchased colored-gemstone jewelry in the last 24 months, and two-thirds of affluents,
stated they are likely to purchase again within the next year.
Colorful alternatives
Gemfields-owned Faberg has already put its parent company's research into practice by positioning coloredgemstones as an alternative to diamonds.
T he Russian jeweler is prompting consumers to look beyond diamonds for their engagement rings with a colorful
digital campaign.
Faberg's #SayYesInColour film tells color coordinated stories of proposals to showcase the brand's emerald, ruby
and sapphire engagement ring collection. While still an unconventional choice, depicting the women's enthusiastic
responses may help convince consumers to consider a colored stone (see story).

Faberg's #SayYesInColour
"Millennials are all about self expression and doing things differently," Gemfields' Ms. Morrison said. "Color fits
perfectly into this.
"[Also, millennials] are less traditional than previous generations and are open to wearing color in new ways, and
wearing color everyday as opposed to just for special occasions," she said.
T he resurgence of colored-gemstone interest comes at a time when millennial interest in diamonds in waning due
to generational values and views.
As a response, T he Diamond Producers Association is petitioning millennials who no longer value traditional
marriage conventions with a video campaign to keep the diamond custom alive in the modern world.

Social conventions have greatly shifted in recent years with many individuals, especially those in the millennial
demographic, no longer finding it necessary to marry their significant other. T he new notion can be threatening to
the diamond industry, which relies heavily on the sale of engagement rings, but the DPA is hoping to stay relative
with these consumers through its video content (see story).
"Consumers love precious colored gemstones both alone and as accents, so even small accent stones in color can
be a great way of making a staple piece of diamond jewelry feel more unique and personal," Gemfields' Ms.
Morrison said.
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